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ANZAC DAY 2019
On 25th of April each year, we commemorate the landings of the ANZACS on the Gallipoli
Peninsula. Anzac Day is a national day of remembrance in Australia and New Zealand that
broadly commemorates all Australians and New Zealanders "who served and died in all
wars, conflicts, and peacekeeping operations" and "the contribution and suffering of all
those who have served".
Around 60,000 Australians served on Gallipoli between 25 April and 20 December 1915.
More than 8000 lost their lives, half in the two most intense periods of fighting during the
week of the landing and in August during an offensive launched to break the deadlock that
had prevailed since the first day. Gallipoli was the Australian Imperial Force’s introduction
to war and though the campaign ended in failure and defeat, the anniversary of its
beginning quickly became, and has remained, Australia’s principle day of commemoration.

Purpose of this document
This brief provides an assessment for ANZAC Day with recommendations for our clients as part of World Travel Protection’s
Special Event Planning Program. Please note, it does not include an organisation’s inherent security risk of having large
numbers of customers congregated at specific sites for the duration of the commemorations.
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Overview
On 25 April 2019, commemorations are set to take place at the Anzac Commemorative Site – North Beach on the Gallipoli
Peninsula in Turkey and the Australian National Memorial (ANM) situated next to the Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery in
France.
The ANM is the site of an intense battle fought exactly 101 years before as part of wider efforts to halt a German spring
offensive which was threatening to win them the war.
Throughout early April, in 1918, Australian units helped defend Villers-Bretonneux from this onslaught, but at dawn on the
24th the Germans attacked and captured the town. Leading the British counter attack, the Australian 13 and 15 Brigades
enveloped the town and successfully cleared it of Germans on 25 April, the third anniversary of the Anzac landings at
Gallipoli.
The Commemoration on 25 April 2019, not only commemorates this remarkable action which effectively ended the German
offensive launched a month prior but also marks the 104 th anniversary of the Anzac landings at Gallipoli.
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Country Facts - Turkey
•

Population: 82,003,882

•

Official language: Turkish

•

Capital: Ankara

•

Largest City: Istanbul

•

Money: Turkish Lira (TRY)

•

Country calling code: +90

•

Time: FET (UTC+3)

•

Area: 783,356 km2

•

Smart Traveller Advice: https://smartraveller.gov.au/Countries/europe/southern/Pages/turkey.aspx

Country Facts - France
•

Population: 67,348,000

•

Official language: French

•

Capital & Largest City: Paris

•

Money: Euro (EUR)

•

Country calling code: +33

•

Time: Central European Time (UTC+1)/ Summer (DST) Central European Summer Time[X] (UTC+2)

•

Area: 640,679 km2

•

Smart Traveller Advice: https://smartraveller.gov.au/Countries/europe/western/Pages/france.aspx
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Commemoration Schedule
The Official Anzac commemoration takes place over two days 24th & 25th April 2019. Both commemorative services, require
attendees to have obtained an attendance pass prior to arrival. https://overseascommemorations.ticketek.com.au/
Attendance passes will be required for most overseas commemorations conducted by the Department of Veterans’ Affairs
(DVA). The number of attendance passes available will be determined by the safe, secure and comfortable carrying capacity
of the commemorative sites. To confirm whether an attendance pass is required for the service you are attending, please
check the service specific page.
The acceptance of registrations and subsequent allocation of attendance passes will primarily be facilitated through an online
registration form. Attendance passes will be made available within three categories of eligibility utilising a ‘first-in’ approach:
•

Australian citizens and permanent residents (including New Zealand citizens and permanent residents for joint
Australia/New Zealand commemorations);

•

Citizens of the host country; and

•

Citizens of other countries.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL MEMORIAL (ANM) - VILLERS-BRETONNEUX - FRANCE

25th April 2019

03:00am:

Australian National Memorial site opens

04:00am:

Pre-service commences

05:30am:

Official Anzac Day commences

ANZAC Commemorative Site, Lone Pine and Chunuk Bair, Gallipoli, Turkey
8:30 pm:

Registration opens at Mimoza Otopark (onsite box office open)

9:00 pm:

Anzac Commemorative Site (ACS) opens

5:30 am:

Dawn Service commences

9:30 am:

Lone Pine Service

11:30 am:

Chunuk Bair Service

12:30 pm
(approx.):

Coach loading and departures at Chunuk Bair

24th April 2019

25th April 2019
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Memorial Sites
ANZAC Commemorative site – Gallipoli – Turkey

Anzac Cove (Turkish: Anzak Koyu) is a small cove on the Gallipoli peninsula in Turkey. It became famous as the site of World
War I landing of the ANZACs (Australian and New Zealand Army Corps) on 25 April 1915. The cove is 600 metres (2,000 ft)
long, bounded by the headlands of Arı Burnu to the north and Little Arıburnu, known as Hell Spit, to the south. Following the
landing at Anzac Cove, the beach became the main base for the Australian and New Zealand troops for the eight months of
the Gallipoli campaign.
Up until 1999 the commemorations were held within Arı Burnu, however due to the sheer volume of attendees the
commemorative sight was moved above North Beach.
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Villers-Bretonneux – France
Located in the Hauts-De-France region in Northern France, Villers-Bretonneux is home to the Australian National Memorial,
Villers–Bretonneux which is the main memorial to Australian military personnel killed on the Western Front during World
War I. You will find the memorial on Route Villiers-Bretonneux (D 23), between the towns of Fouilloy and Villers-Bretonneux,
in the Somme département, France.
10, 773 of the Australian Imperial forces soldier who lost their lives and have no known grave are listed at the memorial site,
the location was chosen to commemorate the role played by Australian soldiers in the Second Battle of Villers-Bretonneux
(24–27 April 1918). The memorial consists of a tower within the Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery, which also includes a
Cross of Sacrifice. The tower is surrounded by walls and panels on which the names of the missing dead are listed. The main
inscription is in both French and English, on either side of the entrance to the tower.
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Communication
Telephone information
•

International dialling code for Turkey +90

•

International dialling code for France +33

•

Australia dial: + 61 (area code) (phone number)

•

Canada dial: +1 (area code) (phone number)

•

New Zealand dial: + 64 (area code) (phone number)

Reverse charge calls:
The below is provided through 1800 Reverse;
•

Australia dial 1800 738 3773

•

New Zealand dial 1800 738 3773

Useful Tip

Make sure you have an outside line if you are calling from a hotel room,
then dial the access number. Be aware of any surcharges to the service or
call barring that hotels may apply. Public telephones are another option if
the hotel cannot accommodate your call.
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Transport
Getting to the ANZAC commemorative site, Gallipoli
The Gallipoli Peninsula is a 5-hour drive from Istanbul. The nearest towns to the commemorative sites within the national
park are Eceabat (20 kms), Canakkale (30 kms) and Gelibolu (45 kms), but there is no public transport available from these
towns to the national park.
Each year the majority (95%) of visitors attend the commemorations as part of a guided bus tour. Numerous tour providers in
Australia and Turkey offer tours that incorporate the Dawn Service.
All visitors will undergo airport-style security screening on arrival at each of the sites and will pass through multiple security
screening points. For cultural reasons, visitors may be separated into male and female lines to undergo screening. Security at
the site is the responsibility of the Turkish authorities, who provide considerable military, Jandarma, police and medical
assistance to the commemorations. In addition, private security contractors also assist with visitor safety and security
screening. The directions of the Turkish authorities and service officials must be adhered to at all times. Conditions of entry
apply to entering the commemorative sites. View the Prohibited Items list.
After passing through security visitors will then be wrist-banded to enter the seating area.

Road closures
Temporary road closures and traffic restrictions are likely to be in effect at various times on 24 to 25 April around the
Gallipoli peninsula at the discretion of the Turkish authorities. These may restrict access to commemorative sites, cemeteries
and other locations in the Helles and Anzac areas.
Access to the Anzac Commemorative Site is expected to commence at 9:00 pm on 24 April and cease at 3:00 am on 25 April.
We encourage visitors to be at the Anzac Commemorative Site well before the road closure to ensure you can gain access to
the site.

Private vehicles
Visitor are encouraged s to travel to Gallipoli as part of an organised tour. No private vehicle parking is permitted near the
Anzac Commemorative Site. Arrangements for private vehicles are at the discretion of the Turkish Jandarma and are subject
to change without prior notice.
After the opening of coach registration (subject to any changes at the direction of the authorities), private vehicles will need
to register and receive important messages at Kilye Cove (approximately 12km south of the Anzac Commemorative Site), and
then proceed to park. They should then return to the waiting area (TBC) to obtain transport into the Beach Cemetery. After
the service on 25 April, a shuttle will transfer visitors back to Kilye Parking area to be reunited with their vehicles.

Coaches
Arrivals
From 8.30 pm on 24 April coach registration will open at the Coach Registration point at Mimoza Park Otopark. Coach details
will be recorded and important information provided to visitors about the arrival process and what to expect overnight. An
identifying coach number will be provided to each passenger with a matching card.
Security measures require all passengers to disembark at the coach registration point and then to move through a bag and
pat-down search, while the coach is screened. After visitors have been searched they then re-embark their coach for
registration. Identity cards will also be checked at this point.
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Following registration, coaches will proceed 4km further north to Beach Cemetery where passengers will disembark, and
walk the remaining 1km to the southern entry of the Anzac Commemorative Site. A shuttle is available for visitors requiring
mobility assistance.
Please note that coaches will depart the area immediately after passengers disembark. Visitors should ensure that all
prohibited items remain on their coach and that they take everything they will need overnight and the following day with
them in their day pack when leaving the coach (including any medication required). Visitors will not have access to their
coaches until after the conclusion of the services on 25 April.

Departures
All visitors will be collected by their coaches. Visitors will hold in a waiting area at Hill 261 until their coach arrives in the
loading zone and their coach number is called. Please note that coaches will not arrive in the order in which they were
registered and it is impossible to predict when an individual coach will arrive. Please follow the directions of service officials.
Coaches will not commence loading until released by the Turkish Jandarma. It is advisable not to make any onward travel
arrangements on 25 April, as coach departure times cannot be guaranteed.

Getting to the Australian National Memorial site, Villers- Bretonneux
The ANM is located approximately 90 minutes’ drive north of Paris and sits adjacent to the Villers-Bretonneux Military
Cemetery. It is located on Route de Villers-Bretonneux 80800 Fouilloy, 20km east of Amiens and is roughly half-way between
the town of Villers-Bretonneux and the towns of Corbie and Fouilloy. All attendees travelling by private vehicle, taxi or tour
operator coach must travel through the Park and Ride facility. Visitors can park their vehicles or be dropped off at this facility
where they will be transported to the ANM by event shuttles. Alternatively, visitors can utilise the Amiens train station
shuttle service to get to the Park and Ride facility.

Somme Tourisme shuttle service
Somme Tourisme is offering a shuttle service, departing from Amiens train station, in Amiens town centre, to the ANM. Here
is the proposed itinerary:
Short itinerary: 3:30 am from Amiens – returning at 8:30 am – tariff 23€
Long itinerary: 3:30 am from Amiens – returning at 11:30 am – tariff 25€
The long itinerary gives you the opportunity to attend the Villers-Bretonneux town service, visit the Remembrance Market,
and visit the Franco-Australian Museum.
Each shuttle will include a ‘coach captain’ to facilitate the organisation and management of participants and assist passengers
as required.
Book the Anzac Day Shuttle Service with Somme Tourisme
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Where to get help
World Travel Protection
At World Travel Protection we do whatever it takes to assist travellers, whoever and wherever they are. We make it our
business to anticipate, plan and prepare travellers for any eventuality. That’s why our market-leading travel assistance,
emergency medical and security/personal safety services are respected around the world.
Our clinical and health expertise powers the heart of our operations and has contributed to our long-standing success
and global reputation for excellence. Our doctors and nurses are experienced in a wide range of medical specialities from
intensive care to midwifery, surgical to aviation nursing. This means we have a team of highly-skilled medical
professionals available 24/7, 365 days a year providing and guiding the care of our customers, wherever they are in the
world.
Should you require medical or travel assistance during your journey, our team can be contacted 24/7 on the below:

Email: Assist@worldtravelprotection.com
Phone: +61 2 8907 5686

In country - Emergency contact details;

GALLIPOLI
EMERGENCY SERVICES

CONTACT

Police (Major Cities)

155 (English speakers are not always available)

Police (Rural Areas) – Jandarma

156 (English speakers are not always available)

Medical Emergency

112

Fire & Rescue Services

110

VILLERS-BRETONNEUX
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Ambulance & Fire

CONTACT
112
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Have the following ready for the operator:
1.

Your name and location (If you are in a public place give the operator the nearest road intersection or landmark)

2.

The number of the phone you are calling from, if you know it.

3.

If you require an ambulance, tell the operator the injured person's name and relate as much medical history as you
know.
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Security
With the support of our security provider Solace Global we have gathered the below risk summary. This information is
current as at the 24th April and we may release updated information should any major developments occur.

Security Summary
Gallipoli
Events at Gallipoli are often oversubscribed and have some security challenges. In the past few years, the Australian
government have warned of the potential for a nonspecific terror attack at events in Gallipoli. At present, Turkey is
considered a MODERATE risk country due to the threat of terrorism, civil unrest, and the impact of political upheaval.
It is important to be prepared for travel to Gallipoli. Most travellers to Turkey will require a visa. The easiest way to apply for
this is online via the Turkish government’s e-visa website. Visitors to Gallipoli commemorations will require an attendance
pass to enter the sites, which will need to be retained throughout their time at Gallipoli. Turkish authorities will check these
passes and identification of travellers; it is important that travellers have their passports on them for these
commemorations.
The weather conditions can be challenging and highly variable. Overnight, the temperature may drop to around or below
freezing and during the day the temperature can be very hot; heavy rain and strong winds have been reported in the past
few years. The commemoration sites are in remote, exposed areas that offer little shelter.
Travellers can expect to walk around 8km during commemorations, often on difficult terrain including steep hills and cobbled
paths. Leaving the commemorations can take time and travellers are advised to avoid onward travel plans for 25 April. The
Australian Department of Veteran Affairs advises travellers to commemorations to use organised tour services for ease of
access to commemorative sites as access of private vehicles is at the discretion of Turkish authorities. There are limited food
facilities available on-site; travellers should bring an adequate supply of food and water (open bottles of liquid will not be
allowed at commemorative locations).

Villers-Bretonneux
In France, the Battle of Villers-Bretonneux commemorations are held on the 25 April. It marks a hugely significant battle for
Australian troops on the western front during World War One. Airport-style security is also set to be in place for events
located at the Australian National Memorial outside of the village of Villers-Bretonneux. Organisers are expecting a large
number of attendees at the event due to it being the centenary of the 1918 Battle of Villers-Bretonneux; attendance passes
are required.
While France and Turkey have different threat profiles, it also important to be prepared for travel to Villers-Bretonneux and
the Australian National Memorial. Rolling strikes look set to impact France until June 2018, meaning that journey times may
be impacted. It is advisable to get early trains on 23/24 April to allow for disruption. It is also important to arrive on-site early
to allow time to pass through security, which will be busier than usual this year; the security screen process can take up to an
hour alone. It is important to adhere to the instructions of security officials in France. Local Authorities advise that the road
between Villers-Bretonneux, Corbie, and Fouilloy will be closed for approximately 24 hours from 1400 on 24 April.
Travellers should note that due to the overnight nature of events, there is the potential of very cold and wet weather. Just
like Gallipoli, there is no permanent shelter at the Australian National Memorial in Villers-Bretonneux. While the event is
expected to be less taxing physically than Gallipoli, seating may be limited, and visitors should expect to walk 300-metres
uphill after arriving at the Memorial. There are no parking facilities at the site, with access available only through the ‘park
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and ride’ facility, including for those travelling with tour operators. There will be a shuttle service between Amiens Train
Station and the ‘park and ride’ at Géant supermarket, in Glisy.
Travellers should also ensure that they have insurance in place before visiting France and ensure that the import of any
prescription medication does not contravene French law.

Security Advice
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Health
Before you go
Vaccinations
Most vaccinations do not provide immunity for around two weeks after they have been administered. Visit a doctor six to
eight weeks prior to departure to seek advice on vaccinations. It is recommended that you ask your doctor to provide an
International Certificate of Vaccination (a yellow booklet listing all your vaccinations).

Recommended vaccinations
•

Hepatitis A – The initial vaccine provides protection for 12 months, a booster after six to 12 months may provide
protection for a lifetime.

•

Hepatitis B - There are two options for application; the longest taking up to six months to administer.

•

Rabies - Pre-exposure should be considered for all travellers if they are staying for extended periods of time. Travel for
the Games period only does not require this vaccination. This vaccine is strongly suggested for people working with
animals. Vaccinations involve three injections at zero, one and four weeks.

•

Typhoid – This vaccine is recommended for travel over two weeks, particularly if you are travelling outside of the main
cities. There are two options for administration, by injection and tablets; however, injection is the suggested method.

It is highly recommended that travellers are up to date for all their routine vaccinations: Tetanus and Diphtheria; Pertussis
(often combined with Tetanus and Diphtheria), Polio; Measles, Mumps and Rubella; Chickenpox and Influenza.
Pneumococcal vaccine is recommended for persons over the age of 65 and persons suffering from cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, renal disorders, liver diseases, sickle cell disease, asplenia or immune-suppressive disorders.

Whilst Abroad - Gallipoli
A moderate level of fitness is required as visitors can expect to walk several kilometres over 24-25 April. The terrain includes
reasonable flat sealed roads, cobblestone paths, sloped and uneven gravel tracks and grassed areas (which can become
slippery or muddy when wet) as well as very steep ungraded paths. Access to seating in the stands requires climbing stairs.
Visitors will often need to stand and queue for long periods at times, for security screening to enter the commemorative site,
as well as for the limited public amenities. If the site is nearing the safe capacity, visitors on the grassed areas will be asked to
stand.
Limited medical support is provided by local Turkish health authorities from the evening of 24 April to the morning of 25
April. If you require any medical aides or equipment, including medications, wheelchairs or mobility aids, you will need to
bring these with you.
You should bring your own prescription medication (if required) and basic first aid supplies, including non-prescription pain
relief medication and band-aids. The medical support provided is equipped for medical emergencies and is not designed to
treat minor ailments.
If visitors wish to attend both the Dawn Service and New Zealand service later on the morning of 25 April, they will need to
walk between the Anzac Commemorative Site and Chunuk Bair. Coaches and private vehicles cannot transit visitors between
these sites due to traffic restrictions. This walk involves a very steep climb up Artillery Road (equivalent to climbing the
Sydney Harbour Bridge or 30 flights of stairs) as well as an additional uphill walk from Lone Pine at the top of Artillery Road,
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uphill for a further 3.2km up Second Ridge Road from Lone Pine to Chunuk Bair. The total distance is 6.4km, the majority of
this distance being a steep and challenging climb.

Whilst Abroad - Villers-Bretonneux
Visitors will often need to stand and queue for long periods at times, for security screening to enter the commemorative
sites, as well as for the limited public amenities. Where seating is provided in grandstands, access to these facilities will
require climbing stairs. Some services may require you to walk long distances, over rough and uneven ground.
Limited medical support is provided by local health authorities at the commemorative sites. If you require any medical
equipment, including medications, wheelchairs or mobility aids, you will need to bring these with you.
Medical support is designed to deal with medical emergencies. It is recommended you bring band-aids, asprin/paracetamol
and sunscreen with you as these are not provided by the first aid teams.

What to take
Prior to progressing through security, you should have your attendance pass and photographic ID such as current passport
(or a copy of their passport), current Australian driving licence, or current national identity card readily accessible and within
reach for validation.
In your preparations, consider that you will experience very cold and sometimes wet conditions on the morning of the
Commemoration.
You will also need to ensure they have everything needed for the morning in a small bag, or day-pack. Your bag should not be
any larger than that allowed as carry-on luggage on a plane.

What to pack:
•

Attendance Pass and passport, (or appropriate photo ID)

•

Wet weather and windproof jacket and pants

•

Warm clothing for single digit temperatures

•

Prescription medication (if required)

•

Non-perishable food and snacks

•

Drinking water (opened bottles will not be allowed through security screening, however, water will be
available on site)

•

Sunscreen (for later in the morning)

•

Compact personal camera
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Prohibited items
The following items are prohibited at the Commemoration:
•

Dangerous or hazardous items of any kind including fireworks, flares, lasers and smoke canisters;

•

Advertising or marketing messages;

•

Large backpacks (Day-packs, e.g. Aircraft cabin bag sized are acceptable);

•

Furniture or camping equipment including tents, folding chairs and stretchers;

•

Alcohol of any kind;

•

Glass containers and cans of any kind;

•

Opened bottles of liquid;

•

Flammable liquids;

•

Weapons or sharp objects, including umbrellas (a poncho will be issued in the information pack provided);

•

Large objects;

•

Musical instruments of any kind and any other object that may be used to cause a disturbance including air
horns and vuvuzelas;

•

Hiking poles (Medical aids, such as walkers and walking sticks will be permitted subject to medical need);

•

Large flags or banners;

•

Professional photographic equipment (e.g. Large zoom lenses, audio visual or cinematographic devices
apart from for accredited media);

•

‘Selfie’ sticks and large camera tripods;

•

Drones and remote control devices; and

•

Any other item that might compromise public safety or enjoyment of the Commemoration or that is illegal
under the laws of Australia or the host country.

These items can either be left in your vehicle, or surrendered for temporary confiscation at the security check point where
your bags will be checked as part of the security screening process. Temporarily confiscated items can be collected upon
return through the check point. If items are not collected upon return, they may be disposed of.
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Medical facilities
In Network Hospitals
The following table provides the location and contact details of in network medical facilities that are inside our partner
networks.
IN
NETWORK
FACILITY
In
Network

FACILITY TYPE

Tertiary
Hospital

AREA

HOSPITAL NAME

ADDRESS

Distance
from
Gallipoli: 90
km

Canakkale
Anadolu Hospital

Barboros Mah.
Troya Cad.

CONTACT
NUMBER
+ 90 286 444
5058

Emergency,
Trauma, ICU,
Cardiology,
Neurology,
General
Surgery.

+ 90 266 714
10 14

Emergency,
Trauma, ICU,
Cardiology,
Neurology,
General
Surgery.

Kayrak Kuyu Sok.
No: 8
Canakkale, Turkey

In
Network

Tertiary
Hospital

Distance
from
Gallipoli:
160 km

Bandirma
Hospital

Pasakonak Mah.
Saglik Sok.No:16

SERVICE

Bandirma

In
Network

Secondary
Hospital

Distance
from: 190
km

Corlu Vatan
Hospital

Akinci Sokak. No.3
Çorlu, Turkey

+ 90 282 673
7373

Emergency,
Trauma, ICU,
Neurology,
General
Surgery.

In
Network

Tertiary
Hospital

Distance
from
Gallipoli:
300 km

Memorial
Hospital Istanbul

Piyalepasa Bulvari
Okmeydani
Istanbul

+ 90 212 314
66 66

Emergency,
Trauma, ICU,
Cardiology,
Neurology,
General
Surgery.

In
Network

Tertiary
Hospital

Distance
from
Australian

Chu Amiens
Picardie

2 place Victor
Pauchet

+ 90 212 314
66 66

Emergency,
ICU,
Cardiology,
Neurology,
General
Surgery.

Memorial:
22 Km

F – 80000 AMIENS
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Passports, Visas and Immigration
Entry Requirements - Turkey
For both tourism and business travel you will require a visa for travel which is less than 90 days in a 180 day period. An
electronic visa ('e-visa') will be required and can be obtain via Turkish government's official online e-visa website. There have
been reports of unauthorised visa websites charging for information on e-visas, so please utilise the link provided to avoid
fraudulent activity.
If you're not eligible for an e-visa, you'll need to arrange your visa through an Embassy or Consulate of Turkey before you
arrive. Entry can be refused if you do not obtain the correct travel documents.

Entry Requirements – France
Visa and other entry and exit conditions (such as currency, customs and quarantine regulations) can change at short notice.
Contact the nearest Embassy or Consulate of France for up-to-date information.
France is part of the Schengen area, along with several other European countries. This allows you to enter France without a
visa in some circumstances.
In other circumstances, you'll need a visa. If you're travelling for reasons other than tourism, or for more than 90 days, get a
visa from French authorities in Australia before you arrive in France. You can't apply for a French visa inside French territory.
You can't change your visa status once inside French territory (for example, from a tourist visa to a student or resident visa).

Other formalities
Ensure you get a legible entry stamp in your passport when you enter the Schengen area (including France) for the first time.
Under French law you're required to carry photo ID at all times. French police conduct random identity checks, particularly at
border crossings.

Passport
Ensure your passport is valid for at least six months after the date you intend to return to Australia.
Your passport is a valuable document and attractive to criminals who may try to use your identity to commit crimes. Always
keep it in a safe place.
Be aware of attempts to get access to your passport by deception. If you're forced to hand over your passport, contact the
Embassy for advice.
If your passport is lost or stolen, you must notify the Australian Government as soon as possible. You can either:
•

report your lost or stolen passport online, or

•

contact your nearest Australian Embassy, High Commission or Consulate.
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Consular assistance in Turkey &
France
The below Consular Services Charter explains what the Australian Government can and can’t do to assist Australians
overseas.
The extent of the assistance provided by consular staff is:
•

Issue replacement passports and travel documents for a fee

•

Provide details of local doctors and hospitals in a medical emergency

•

If you are the victim of a serious assault or other crime, provide appropriate help, including details of local lawyers
and details of interpreters

•

If you are arrested, visit or contact you to check on your welfare, provide details of local lawyers and details of
interpreters if required and do what we can to see you are treated fairly under the laws of the country in which you
have been arrested

•

Provide advice and support in a wide range of other cases including the death of relatives overseas, missing persons
and kidnappings. If you agree, we will contact friends or family on your behalf. In some circumstances we may
contact your friends or family where we have been unable to get your consent

•

Make special arrangements in cases of terrorism, civil disturbances and natural disasters (fees may apply).

•

Provide some notarial services including witnessing and authenticating documents and administering oaths and
affirmations (fees apply).

For consular & embassy assistance, see contact details below:
24-hour consular emergency helpline
Within Australia: 1300 555 135
Outside Australia: +61 2 6261 3305
SMS: +61 421 269 080

France
Australian Embassy, France
4 Rue Jean Rey,
75015 Paris FRANCE
Telephone: +33 1 4059 3300
Facsimile: +33 1 4059 3310
E-mail: consular.paris@dfat.gov.au
Website: www.france.embassy.gov.au
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Australian Government
For consular assistance, contact the Australian Embassy in Ankara, the Australian Consulate-General in Istanbul or the
Australian Consulate in Çanakkale. In each case, you'll need to call to make an appointment in advance.

Turkey
Australian Embassy, Ankara
88 Uğur Mumcu Caddesi
Gaziosmanpaşa Ankara TURKEY
Telephone: (90 312) 459 9500
Facsimile: (90 312) 446 4827
Website: turkey.embassy.gov.au
Email: consular.ankara@dfat.gov.au
Check the Embassy website for information about opening hours and temporary closures that may affect service provision.
Australian Consulate-General, Istanbul
Süzer Plaza (Ritz Carlton Hotel),
Askerocaĝı Caddesi No. 15, Elmadağ
Istanbul TURKEY
Telephone: (90 212) 393 8542
Australian Consulate, Çanakkale
Kolin Hotel
Kepez 17100
Çanakkale TURKEY
Telephone: (90 286) 218 1721
Facsimile: (90 286) 218 1724
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Contact list for lost or stolen credit
cards
BANK

CONTACT NUMBER IN
AUSTRALIA

CONTACT NUMBER IF OVERSEAS

American Express

1300 132 639

+61 2 9271 8664

Aussie

1800 225 731

+61 3 8699 6997

ANZ

1800 033 844

+61 3 9683 7043

Bank SA

13 13 76

+61 2 9553 5883

Bank of Queensland

1800 077 024

+61 7 3336 2222

BankWest

13 17 18

+61 131718

Bendigo Bank

1800 035 383

+61 3 5485 7911

Citibank Platinum

1800 818 008

+ 61 2 8225 0615

Citibank Gold

13 15 96

+ 61 2 8225 0615

Citibank Silver

13 15 96

+ 61 2 8225 0615

Citi-BP MasterCard

13 24 84

+ 61 2 8225 0615

Commonwealth Bank

13 2221

+ 61 2 9999 3283

Credit Union Australia VISA

1800 224 004

+ 61 2 9251 3704

GE Money MasterCard

1300 882 289

+ 61 3 9425 4182

Macquarie Bank

1300 150 300

+ 61 2 8232 1684

NAB

1800 033 103

+ 61 3 8641 9083

St George

1800 028 208

+ 61 2 9553 5883

Westpac

1300 651 089

+ 61 2 9374 7082

Western Union (Money Transfer)

1 800 501 500

0800 833 833

* In most cases if your credit card is a Visa or MasterCard you can contact the local office for assistance.
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References
Department of Veteran Affairs
https://www.dva.gov.au/commemorations-memorials-and-war-graves/commemorations-and-anniversaries
Solace Global
https://www.solaceglobal.com/
International Assistance Group
https://www.international-assistance-group.com/
Smart Traveller
http://smartraveller.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention
https://www.cdc.gov/
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